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It's time to start playing! The first thing you'll notice after your game is installed is your Heads-Up Display (why it works at the bottom of the screen). This includes:Health - represented by 10 hearts and equals 20 health points (HPs)If you get hurt by falling, gangs, hit by etc,health will go down. If you lose all your hearts, you're dead. Hunger
- represented by 10 baguettes or green apples will be covered more than the Hunger Fight for Survival I represent with the tissue package I use here.9 Hotbar Slots - represented by 9 boxes right along the screen you want to put these resources, tools, and the weapon you want to use. Click to switch between keys 1 - 9.1 on the far left
and on the far right up to 9. Experience Bar - fills with green as you collect resources such as long black bar under health and hunger and collect experience while doing things like fighting gangs. The game does not affect until you start charming or start using an anses that will not encompass this beginner class int. Armor Power -
appears to put armor on and appears above n hearts that are represented by 10 breast plates appear to have put armor only once. Learn more about this in fighting Mobs.Oxygen Bar – it appears above your hunger when you are flooded underwater and is represented by 10 air bubbles if the air bubbles run out and will start to lose in
about 2 HPs seconds. When you get above the water, your air bubbles will reset. When the Tree Collection Game is loaded, it lays eggs in a random place in the world; This is your Spawn Point (as mentioned earlier). You can lay eggs anywhere, including a barren island. Hopefully, Wood will start somewhere with nearby trees as a basic
resource that you will want to collect immediately. You can collect wood just by punching trees with fists. While looking at the block you want to destroy, hold down the left mouse button until the block disappears and a small floating/rotating version of the block appears. Walk on it to collect it (if you are really close to it, you will only
automatically get taken as you can see the gif below). If a tree is tall, I recommend breaking the second and third wooden blocks from the ground and then standing at the bottom to reach higher wooden blocks. When it is done, just jump down and collect the wooden block standing on it. Something to keep in mind by breaking any block
(whether with fists or vehicles) you have to keep hitting the block until you destroy it. If you stop hitting him at any point, the block will be whole again, and when you have to start hitting him to destroy it. The blocks will never be partially destroyed. They're either solid or broken. Here are a small selection of items from the game. A lot of
things can stack up to 64 in a single point, but for some they can only stack up to 16 or even just 1 point. Because you will start collecting more resources, some stacks in your inventory. For most of the basic resources such as dirt, sand, wood and cobblestone, it will be possible to stack up to 64 blocks in an inventory place. On the other
hand, items such as vehicles can only be 1 per stock slot. As you gather more resources, you can get a better idea that you can plant each one in multiple stacks. You can destroy the leaves on the tree, but once there is not, and collecting all the wood, the leaves will begin to disappear only on their own. Tree leaves are likely to leave
seedlings, and if it is an oak or dark oak tree, there is a chance that the leaves will also fall on the apple. Tree types in the game: Oak, Dark Oak, Birch, Spruce, Acacia and Jungle.Begin Crafting Once you have wood, you can start building some basic materials you will need. Also, click E to open a Personal Inventory with a small (2x2)
workmanship grid on the right. The first things you will want to craft are wooden wooden boards and these wooden boards are a Crafting Table. With 1 day, you can get 4 wooden plates and use these 4 plates to make 1 workmanship table. After you place your rendering table, you can right-click it to use it; gives you a large (3x3)
craftsmanship grid to work with. It requires only 1 1 welding and you can put it anywhere in the workmanship grid to work, because it is easy to make wooden slabs with the workmanship grid; One thing to keep in mind going forward is that once something needs more than 1 resource to craft, labor is important for what you want to do with
the direction of grid resources. Just what you need is not enough, you need them to have the right pattern for crafting what you want. Resources will usually be a logical pattern for the item you make that you will see as we go together. You already know how to make plates, but you also need Sticks to make vehicles. To make 4 sticks,
stack 2 wooden boards (all kinds of trees) on top of each other on the grid of the workmanship. Now is the time to make tools with some resources to work with it. Various tools will collect resources faster and easier, and in some cases, they only need to have tools since some things can be collected by drilling them. As the lessons
progress, you will need to go on many more items and how to continue crafting them. You can easily start by creating a Shovel if you want to collect Grass, Dirt, Sand, Gravel, Clay and Snow. A wooden shovel workmanship grill (in a center, under one box) is created by stacking 2 sticks and putting 1 wooden board on the sticks. To easily
collect Wood, make Wooden Items (like a door, wooden slabs, even the craftsmanship table itself), Pumpkins, Cocoa, Large Mushrooms and Vines an Axe. As for a shovel add 2 piles of sticks and then 3 wooden slabs, one in the upper center, one left and one in the middle row of the left column. It will make stones and ores for better
vehicles, but They need a Pickaxe first. If you try to collect them by punching them, you will be able to break the blocks, but nothing will fall. To make one, 2 stacks of sticks and 3 lines of wooden slabs on the top line of the workmanship grid, as you did before. A pickaxe is also used to collect items made of metal (such as iron bars and
iron doors), Brick, Hardened Clay, and Ice.As as soon as you start using a tool, you will see a green bar appear in the box with the item. This is the endurance of the vehicle. The bar begins by going to the width of the box and appears green. When you use/damage the vehicle, the bar starts to shrink to the left and changes from green to
yellow and red. In the end, the tool will break only if you are using it and it disappears. How to craft a Shovel, Axe and Pickaxe using various resources. Unlike basic sources such as sand and wood, it will be possible to have only 1 vehicle in each inventory slot; They don't stack. They can start taking a lot of rooms and in case there are
more than one of the same vehicles damaged, you can craft them together to make a powerful vehicle of 1. When you put them together (put them side by side on the craftsmanship grid), it unites how much durability they leave (plus a little extra) to decide the durability level of the new vehicle. It is very good to use with tools close to
crushing. If a tool breaks while collecting a resource, the damage to the resource is reset, and you need to start over to break it. By combining tools, this happens less frequently. You can only combine two vehicles at a time, and they should be the same type of tool, but if you have a lot of damaged tools, you can continue to assemble
them until you have a much more powerful tool than all damaged vehicles. Since fixing tools combine their durability, it is not a good idea to do this with still quite powerful tools, since you can not get to the maximum of the bar. Before you start mining, one thing you want to be aware of is the part where layers of roles play where ores
appear in your world. Although the game will always create a unique map, it will always be the same as what is important about the layers. Layer 1 begins to lead under your feet, where you will find the world bedrock (an indestructible block in survival mode). The next significant layer is sea level, which is 62. While difficult to reach in
survival mode, you can place a block in the world at the highest 255, road above the head of the character (in creative mode you can fly all the way there). The highest you can go is y=2,147,483,647, but it's going to take you a long time to get up there. These layers are important because most ores appear only between certain layers,
and you can only get frustrating to continue digging waiting to find a useful ore to realize that there are still many layers under your feet. Debugging Menu (F3) if you wonder where you are which layer (Y-coordinate) is currently available. Now that wood has been collected and some basic materials and tools have begun to craft, mining can
begin. It is important to start working quite early during the first day because you need to make better vehicles of cobblestone and iron and craft torches at night. Using stone/cobblestone wood pickaxe, you can start destroying stone blocks (which appears flat gray with some texture) to get cobblestone (looks made of gray stones). This
differs from other sources that you could not get the same from the block you destroyed (as when you destroy a wooden block, in return you get a wooden block). You can find stones on any mountain and if you dig with dirt and grass you will always eventually work into the stone. However, do not dig down immediately, there may be a
cave underneath and if you break into it, fall and get damaged or die, or encounter enemy gangs. With all the cobblestone you collect, you can start making stronger Stone Tools. Just make the vehicles as it did before using the workmanship table, but replace all wooden slabs with cobblestone. CoalNow has powerful vehicles, you can
mine cobblestones and ores much faster. Coal Ore is the first ore you have encountered. It can be found on almost any layer and will always be surrounded by stone. There are also always clusters. So, if you find a coal ore, it's possible to find a few people. To break it and obtain coal you need to use a pickaxe, but to get it you can use all
kinds of pickaxes: wood, cobblestone, iron, diamonds, or gold. When you break a block of coal ore, these craftsmanship will fall on usable coal parts. Iron Ore is the next ore you'll encounter during IronMadenism. With iron, mining ores can create more powerful tools that will make them faster, and it will also be necessary for some of the
rare gems. You need a pickaxe to remove the iron, but unlike coal, you can't use a wooden pickaxe. You should use one made of cobblestone, iron or diamonds. Iron is a little more difficult to find because it usually produces between sea level (layer 63) and the bottom of the world (layer 1). Although possible, it will rarely be found in
several layers after sea level. Unlike coal, which break an iron ore block, it will actually need to be melted for use (as I will cover in the next lesson) iron ore block. Below you can see different types of ore and stones along the right column. On the left, there are types of pickaxes that will allow you to mine. Digging is necessary for each ore
(including stone) mine. From left to right: Wood, Stone (made of Cobblestone), Iron, Gold and Diamond.Ores go right top to bottom: Stone, Coal, Iron, Gold, Lapis Lazuli, Redstone, Diamond and Zümrüt.Ne when you start the first game, you will most likely only face coal and iron on the first day or so, but it is To be prepared for other
gems, you have to come across them. While gold is normally found in layers 29 and lower, show here where gold can also be found in mesa biome in a higher than normal layer. Gold is the next gem to go underground. Like iron, when you break gold ore, it will drop the block itself, which needs to be melted. While it seems that these tools
can be used to make and will be quite valuable, it is not actually very useful to have as one of the soft ores that makes for less durable vehicles and armor. Even gold instruments can't be used for gold ore blocks mines. Although it has other uses and is not necessarily a gem you want to look for, if you come across it, then a few random
items can come in handy with their craftsmanship. To remove this, you need to dig an iron or diamond. While the common layer is found in 29 and lower, it may appear higher in the Mesa biome, which consists of red and orange clay. In these places, you can probably find layer 76.EmeraldAnother another ore is emerald, which can
usually be found until layer 29 and bottom are found. It can only mine with an iron or diamond pickaxe, and like coal, pieces of emeralds will fall instead of broken blocks. The main function of emeralds is to trade with peasants. Nevertheless, it may have been prepared into an Emerald block. It's very difficult to find just Extreme Hills
biomes as if they were visible underground. Lapis Lazuli, continuing into the world, the next ore will come down and get in your way, probably lapis lazuli in the 23rd and lower layer. Like coal and emeralds, pieces of lapis lazuli blocks will fall. To mine properly, you need to dig a stone, iron or diamond. This tool or armor another ore that
could not be used to make. Instead, it is used for more aesthetic elements such as paints and stained glass. When RedstoneRedtsone is placed on a block, redstone powder turns and can be used to create circuits. After you get to the 12th floor and further down, you'll have a chance to find Redstone Ore. When destroyed by digging an
iron or diamond, redstone will fall. These tools or armor without use, but can be used for the workmanship of various useful items (including a watch and compass). Also, unlike another ore, Restone can be placed on opaque stones as dust. It is used to provide redstone power between elements such as switches and rails. DiamondThe
last ore, also found in layer 12 and bottom, is considered by many to be the most useful because it is the strongest: Diamond Ore. You can mine with an iron or diamond digging and each block will fall only 1 piece of diamond, because finding it is always a treat. In addition to being strong in crafting several items, you can make powerful
vehicles and armor in the game with it. Melting with the ovens I mentioned, you will need to smell Iron and Gold before you can use them. Melting is very easy. You need an oven prepared with 8 at all points except the center. You need ore that you want to smell and fuel like coal. Just stick both (ore on top and fuel source underneath)
and watch it work. Let me publish this more in Build a Shelter. Do not despair; If hardcore is not playing, you can get from your spawning point and continue! There are many ways to fight death, including being hurt by gangs, starving, burning to death, even drowning. If you are playing hardcore mode, when the game is just over and you
can return to the main menu to start a new game. If you are playing survival, you will die and respawn with a full health and hunger bar, but there is no respawn where he died. Instead, it either appears at the original spawning point of the world or, if you built and slept on a bed, this becomes the new spawning point and instead where it
will be visible. It's a good idea to build and sleep in a bed to reset the spawning spot when you're in a safe place as you really long distances and then have to die and start where you first start. One thing to keep in mind is that you eat a bed and sleep, but it doesn't have the bed and (presumably to carry it with you) that spawning point is
gone and will appear again at the world's original spawning point as it doesn't change. If you plan to travel a long distance, the best last sleep is to leave for n in bed and just build a new one when you get to the point where you want to camp again. Besides, when you die, you give up everything you hold and wear. Fortunately, you can get
these items back, but to get them you have to go back to where you died. Unfortunately, there is a lot of time just as the dropped items eventually disappear. So don't wait too long to get your stuff back. If you are killed by fire or cactus and touch this after the items fall, they will disappear and you will not be able to get them back. No, when
you start playing, you have to prepare yourself for what you have to expect, what the night has to offer. In the next lesson, you will learn how to build shelters to keep it safe at night and store everything you collect and process. Worker-ness.
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